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News and Highlights
Thank You
Anonymous— donating equipment
towards the care of our captive lizards
Anonymous — donation of education
resources
Neil Levings — sponsoring chainsaw
servicing

Rotokare Volunteers Recognized for Hard Mahi
Some of the Rotokare Scenic Reserve volunteers were
recently recognised for their hard work and dedication,
receiving an award from Volunteering New Plymouth in
their annual Volunteer Recognition Awards.

This year, we had three very deserving recipients;
Graham Wells was recognised as an individual volunteer
Craig Herlihy — donation of boot drier
for his tireless work in helping us with a wide range of
for our hard-working volunteers
tasks both in and out of the reserve. The Education Team
Elemental Group — donation of two
was honoured as the volunteer team of the year for their
desks for our staff workspace
dedication to teaching tamariki about Rotokare and its
Taranaki Regional Council — donation wildlife, and Kobi was recognised as our youth volunteer
of desktop screens for our staff
of the year for his enthusiasm and passion for nature.
workspace

Volunteering New Plymouth is a non-profit organisation
that supports and promotes volunteering in the Taranaki
region. Their annual Volunteer Recognition Awards are a
great way to recognise the wonderful contributions that
Kev Young — for technical support with our volunteers make. Thank you to everyone who
Rotokare IT
volunteered this year - your time and effort are invaluable.
We couldn't do it without you!
Uhlenberg Haulage — for supplying
Mills Chapman Communications NZ
LTD — for part sponsorship of the
Rotokare Repeater Project

and delivering metal for track
maintenance

Bunning New Plymouth — donating a
new BBQ to help feed the volunteer
team at working bees

Top to bottom: Ray Willy with School
group, Graham Wells, Kobi Simons

Welcome Jess
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Jess Fancy, TKKR Kiwi Ranger

The Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust are excited to
welcome Jess Fancy into the role of TKKR Ranger!
Jess has been living in Taranaki for four years and
has been involved in the TKKR project since 2019,
volunteering, and has also been working for Taranaki
Kiwi Trust for three years. Jess is an accredited kiwi
handler with a BSc in Zoology, MSc in conservation
biology, and a captive animal management
certificate. As the Taranaki Kōhanga Kiwi at Rotokare
Kiwi Ranger, she will continue to help look after the
TKKR kohanga’s kiwi population, and make an
immense difference to kiwi restoration in Taranaki.
Jess is a valuable asset to the team, and we look
forward to seeing her great work in the reserve!

The Latest Happenings
Hihi Pre-Breeding—Surveys
and Preparation

October 2022 Full Sanctuary
Tracking Card Results

Summer is Coming…
Please check for pests!

There was a bustle of hihi activity in early spring
as males buzzed around, guzzling sugar water
and showing off to the ladies. Pre-breeding
surveys were undertaken both by the Rotokare
team and by Mhairi from the Hihi Conservation
Charitable Trust to check the status of the population. Approximately 60 birds were sighted and 2
unbanded birds from natural nests were banded.
The hihi females have already begun nesting —
with at least 5 active nests detected so far, 3 of
which have hatched (9 chicks in total). Here’s
hoping there are many more to come!

A huge effort from the Rotokare volunteer team
meant that the full sanctuary tracking card run
was completed in great time. And the results are
back in… the reserve remains pest-free! Thanks
to the team for all their hard mahi slipping and
sliding up lines in the spring rain. Not to mention
the slow-going work of checking each card —
three times. While no pests were detected, many
other footprints were spotted like these lizards
below.

As the weather warms up, visitors numbers are
increasing. Before long, the lake will be open to
motorized boats (from Dec. 2nd). It’s vital to remember the reserves biosecurity is not just about
mammals, but also waterborne plants, and fish
species which can travel into the reserve via
boats and water equipment. Make sure to check,
clean, dry all your gear when moving in and out
of the reserve on the hot summer days.

Gecko vs. Skink
Can you tell the difference?
Taranaki Kōhanga Kiwi at Rotokare Project (TKKR)
A collaborative partnership between Taranaki Kiwi Trust and Rotokare Scenic Reserve

Not long after Rotokare welcomed our new TKKR kiwi ranger, Jess, we also welcomed our
newest founder kiwi, Toa. Toa’s arrival marked a significant milestone as the 40th founder for
the TKKR kohanga at Rotokare! The TKKR team have been working towards this goal for
over 10 years, to establish a strong genetically diverse founding population. The TKKR team
are delighted to have reached this goal. Thanks to Ngati Maru and the East Taranaki Environment Collective for gifting Toa to the TKKR project.
8 out of 11 monitored males in the kōhonga are now incubating, including some who didn’t
incubate last year. Robbie, a founder manu, is sitting on his first ever nest! Windsor has
hatched his first egg, so we will be watching him very closely to see if we can detect his second egg hatching.

We welcome James to our whānau and look forward
to having him as part of our team for the summer.
ALWAYS
CHECK FOR
PESTS

The Halo is a 4,500ha intensively-trapped buffer zone
extending around and beyond Rotokare
Rotokare’s Fence of Defence

Summer Trainee Ranger James Davies from Nelson
Marlborough Institute of Technology will be joining
the team from the 14th November, and will be with us
for 12 weeks to complete the field placement part of
his studies. James is a keen conservationist and is
looking forward to getting stuck in and learning about
all aspects of reserve management.

HALO CATCHES
Sep—Oct 2022

Feral Cat

Hedgehog

Mouse

Possum

Rabbit

Rat

Stoat

Weasel

Coming Up @ Rotokare
Lend a Hand

Summer Events

Ongoing — Boardwalk Construction

2nd Dec—Boating Season

There’s plenty of mahi to do as track improvements push
onwards. This rewarding job needs all the hands it can get!

The boat ramp at Rotokare will open on December 2nd this year,
a day later than usual, to allow the team to undertake this year’s
mātātā/fernbird and pūweto/spotless crake survey.

Upcoming — New Bush Classroom
We will be sending out calls for help over the next few weeks,
and we would love to have your assistance in the final
construction of the new Bush Classroom.

Coming up

7th Dec— Christmas Celebrations
The Rotokare volunteers BBQ is coming up soon! This is a great
opportunity to get together and celebrate all the hard work
everyone has been putting in. We will be sending out invites
soon, so keep an eye out.
15th Dec— Pāteke Release

End of Nov — Five Minute Bird Counts
Annual five minute bird counts are an important tool to help us
keep track of any changes in the bird species here at Rotokare .

More pāteke are set to arrive at Rotokare in December! The
release of further pāteke into the Rotokare will help bolster the
population of this vulnerable species in the area.

Early Dec — Lizard Monitoring

15th Dec — 135 Laps for 135 Years!

Coming into December the team will be undertaking our next
round of lizard monitoring. With the weather warming up our
resident lizards are getting more active and starting to breed.

The Rotokare Scenic Reserve is celebrating its 135th
anniversary this year! The reserve was gazetted as a reserve in
1887 and has been providing a place for nature lovers to enjoy
ever since. Join the community and sponsors to celebrate by
walking a lap (or two!), which a collective goal of 135 laps around
the lake. Each lap earns a place in history and a well-deserved
burger off the BBQ.

Late Dec — Peak Season Tracking Cards
More visitors means more risk of potential stowaways. Peak
season tracking card run helps us to detect any pest incursions.

From left to right: Latest boardwalk work, Ray tucking into some cake, Val helping tamariki at Bell Block put out chew cards, Volunteers John and Wietze hard at work upgrading the fence solar

Rotokare Wish List
The items on this list will help staff and
volunteers with their tasks—we welcome
donations and contributions towards sourcing:
•

Trailer tie-downs

•

Quad bike servicing

•

A sewing hero to recover the classroom
cushions

Follow us for more news, stories, and events:

Rotokare works hard to deliver significant conservation and

community outcomes. If you’d like to help us please lend us a
hand by:
•

Contributing wish list items

•

Donating towards current projects

•

Volunteering at our Sunday working bees
(9am—12pm, with free lunch!)

•

Becoming “Friends of the Lake” (FOL) with a $30-$50 annual
donation
Rotokare Scenic
Reserve Trust

rotokare

Rotokare Scenic
Reserve Trust

Fundraising and Promotions

DONATE ONLINE ON
Thank You to our Partners and Sponsors!

